
Contact Information:

Christopher Campbell
Co-Owner/Dir. of PM, Atlasta Solar Center
EV & Infrastructure Sales, Sunrabbit Clean Transport
1111 S. 7th St., Grand Junction, CO 81501
Chris@AtlastaSolar.com  (361) 779-9176

Biography:

Christopher Campbell has been in radio
professionally for over 20 years and has been a local
morning radio host in Western Colorado for over a decade. He currently manages a locally
owned and operated rock radio station out of Fruita, CO. He has been in various sales and
technical design positions for a variety of industries for over a decade.

Christopher began his career in solar electric with Atlasta Solar Center in 2018 and is extremely
passionate about renewable energy growth and is involved in efforts at the local and state level
to advocate for renewable energy solutions to meet local and state goals; including solar electric
and electric vehicle infrastructure expansion. He was involved in efforts to bring C-PACE to Mesa
County. Christopher has shown impressive growth within the organization over the last five
years managing an array of projects including off-grid, residential, small-to-medium commercial,
utility scale and government projects. Christopher also excels at assisting both new and existing
customers with their storage needs.

Christopher is an advocate for and engaged with various groups with a focus on renewable
energy, sustainability and other environmental issues in the region, state and national level. He
also has a passion for his family, six-year old daughter Lila, gardening, woodworking and keeps a
handful of beehives.

Solar or Storage Experience:

Christopher manages and designs a wide variety and portfolio of projects from off-grid, grid-tie
(both with and without storage) of all sizes and project types. He excels at customer satisfaction
and managing projects from beginning to end working with personal and professional integrity.

In his five years with Atlasta Solar Center he has developed a key relationship with Panasonic
and elevated Atlasta Solar Center to an “Elite Installer Status” held by only 22 installers
nationwide. Atlasta Solar Center is currently the only installer in Colorado with this recognition.

Most recently Christopher has worked on a variety of solar projects for local non-profits in
Grand Junction for both solar and electric vehicle chargers including Food Bank of the Rockies
and Community Food Bank.



My Priorities:

With a passion for the industry today and in the future I desire to do all I can to develop
relationships to further industry innovation, opportunities and legislative opportunities both
with solar and electric vehicles. I am engaged legislatively and regularly appear in front of the
state legislature and other organizations such as the AQCC and PUC to testify on behalf of
myself, Atlasta Solar Center/Sunrabbit Clean Transport, customers, interested parties and the
industry as a whole.

My Strengths:

I am committed to leadership skills, time management, persistence, patience and problem
solving personally and professionally. I am dedicated and enthusiastic about my daily
contribution to customers, Atlasta Solar Center, the future of solar, storage and electric vehicles
in Colorado.

“Always looking for a new opportunity and challenge, Christopher Campbell would be a great
representative and advocate on the COSSA board, as well as also a unique representative for
COSSA from Western Colorado.”
- Louis A. Villaire
Co-owner, Atlasta Solar Center


